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Diana Kahlenberg Brings One-Of-A-Kind Jewelry to Contessa Couture

Contessa Couture has selected local jewelry designer Diana Kahlenberg’s one of a kind jewelry to
complement the couture line of designer fashions and accessories.

April 8, 2010 - PRLog -- Contessa Couture has selected local jewelry designer Diana Kahlenberg’s one of a
kind jewelry to complement the couture line of designer fashions and accessories. 
Diana Kahlenberg creates handcrafted one-of-a-kind necklaces combining unusual artifacts, antiques and
ethnic beads which she collects around the world, with precious and semi-precious stones. 

The Contessa woman believes that an ensemble be accompanied by unique jewelry and that’s just what the
Diana Kahlenberg’s selections provide. Guests have already begun searching out these pieces of artwear.
 Ms. Kahlenberg draws upon her experience as a photographer and film-maker to create unique pieces for
the selective woman which she creates from her home studio on Siesta Key.

Contessa Couture and Barefoot Contessa are privately owned boutique(s) offering fashion designs from
around the world including uncommon and highly sought out merchandise.  

Guests will find daytime sportswear, poolside cocktail attire, cruise wear, elegant evening wear,
sophisticated bridal and bridal party ensembles, footwear to bags and accessories.  The complete head to toe
matching look is required so fashionistas will be assisted with experienced sales staff to create that head
turning look. 

The sales staff are ready to assist stylish designer only fittings from designers such as: Fashions by Sue
Wong, Diane Freis, Terani, Jovani, Simon Chang, Eileen Fisher, Louben, Lilly Pulitzer, as well as hats,
shoes, jewelry and all the accessories to create that special look.  Visit Contessa and step out with an
ensemble that will turn heads.

For more information visit Contessa Couture by web at contessacouture.com or by phone at 941-244-2394
and Barefoot Contessa by web at barefootcontessa.com or by phone at 941-484-1898.

# # #

Experienced, entrenched, reputable long standing advertising, marketing, media relations and business
solutions firm. The Woman owned, privately held company handles the most prestigeous and successful.

Offering full service advertising and branding.
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